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Abstract
The mortgage sector plays a pivotal role in the financial services industry, and
the U.S. economy in general, with the Federal Reserve, St. Louis, reporting
Households and Nonprofit Organizations for One-to-Four-Family Residential Mortgages Liability Level at $10.8T in Q3 2020. It has been in the interest
of banks to know which factors are the most influential predicting mortgage
default, and the implementation of survival models can utilize data from defaulted obligors as well as non-default obligors who are still making payments
as of the sampling period cutoff date. Besides the Cox proportional hazard
model and the accelerated failure time model, this paper investigates two
machine learning-based models, a random survival forest model, and a Cox
proportional hazard neural network model DeepSurv. We compare the accuracy of covariate selection for the Cox model, AFT model, random survival
forest model, and DeepSurv model, and this investigation is the first research
using machine learning based survival models for mortgage default prediction.
The result shows that Random survival forest can achieve the most accurate,
and stable, covariate selection, while DeepSurv can achieve the highest accuracy
of default prediction, and finally, the covariates selected by the models can be
meaningful for mortgage programs throughout the banking industry.

Keywords
Survival Analysis, Mortgage Default, Cox Model, Random Survival Forest,
Accelerated Failure Time Model, DeepSurv

1. Introduction
Home building and sales are one of economic engines driving the United States’
$21T economy, and the Federal Reserve, St. Louis, reports Households and
Nonprofit Organizations for One-to-Four-Family Residential Mortgages, LiabilDOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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ity Level, at $10.8T in Q3 2020. Housing foreclosure and mortgage default were
major drivers of the 2008 Great recession, however, to the contrary in 2020, existing housing sales are up, generating demand for mortgages even during the
Cov-19 crisis and are a bright spot in the US economy as shown below.
Figure 1 ([1]), shows a graphic for existing home sales during the Cov-19
pandemic which shows a strong increase starting in May 2020 in existing
home sales totaling 6,690,000 by November 2020 generating revenue for banks
but also requiring capital reserves, and consequently, predicting mortgage default will be valuable for a bank’s decision on the amount of capital reserve to
hold.
Also, two important aspects involved in predicting performance evaluation
and prediction interpretation, are respectively: 1) Prediction accuracy, and 2) the
rank of covariate importance.
Mortgage default data presents a binary classification problem with an obligor
either defaulting or not defaulting, a logistic regression model seems to sufficiently
handle this type of classification problem with 1 indicating default and 0 indicating
nondefault, however, the classification of 0 as nondefault is incomplete, since the
status of this loan is unknown after the end of the sampling period: for example,
consider a performing mortgage loan with a loan term of 30 years that does not
default or pay-off during the sampling period, then classification of 0 is
incomplete, since the status of the loan is unknown from the end of the sampling
period to the end of the 30-year loan term.
However, this incomplete data can still give information on default probability, and should not be discarded, instead survival analysis is a modelling methodology that can incorporate this type of incomplete data.
A wide variety of applications for survival analysis abound in economics and

Figure 1. Existing home sales in the united states.
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other social science disciplines ranging from unemployment analysis to the tendency of a convicted criminal to reoffend (recidivism). [2] examines the unemployment rate calculated from the Current Population Survey and indicates that
information on the length of employment is only collected on those individuals
unemployed at the time of the survey, and not for an individual’s unemployed
between surveys. [2] indicates that individuals are unemployed coming into the
survey period presenting left censoring, and individuals are employed at the end
of the survey period, but become unemployed after the end of the survey, presenting right censoring. [3] examines recidivism from the standpoint of survival
analysis and indicates that ad hoc attempts to introduce time varying covariates,
without the use of survival analysis introduces unintended consequences. Censoring and time varying covariates need to be formally introduced into the analysis through survival methodology to accommodate incomplete data, and proper
likelihood functions need to be developed to examine censoring and time
varying covariates.
In this paper, several survival analysis methodologies will be compared in
relation to their accuracy of default prediction and accuracy of covariate importance ranking.
Mortgage prediction has been examined by other researchers: [4] used logistic
regression on Hongkong residential mortgage data and found that current loan
to value ratio (LTV) and unemployment are the two most important factors influencing default. [5] used mortgage data from one financial institution, and
employed a Cox proportional hazard model, and the author found that among
all the covariates, LTV, and debt-service-coverage ratio had largest impact. [6]
compared four classification models, logistic regression, random forest, boosted
regression trees, and generalized additive models, and the author found that
random forest outperforms other models with prediction accuracy as the metric.
Although these papers discussed the covariate importance based on different
models there are several considerations deserving further investigation: First,
these papers did not discuss model accuracy, which is a deficiency when discussing covariate importance, and second, most classification models did not
utilize the incomplete data, which potentially could be a large fraction of the total dataset.
Survival models incorporate and utilize incomplete data, and several papers
have used the famous Cox Proportional Hazard model to examine mortgage default. First, [7] used the Cox model, found a high net property value, and a high
house price growth rate decreased mortgage default. Second, [8] researched the
effect of mortgage monthly payment paydown on mortgage default using a Cox
Proportional Hazards model, and discovered that a high percentage of monthly
paydown reduces the risk of mortgage default. Finally, [9] found that the origination loan-to-value ratio and the unemployment rate are important variables
predicting mortgage default using the Cox model.
With the popularity of machine learning, several other survival models started
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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being noticed by academicians, such as Random Survival Forest, and deep
learning-based survival model. Consequently, this paper will investigate four
different survival models, the Cox Proportional Hazard model, Accelerated
Failure Time (AFT) model, Random Survival Forest (RSF) model, and the deep
learning based DeepSurv model.
To compare the accuracy of the models, training and test data will be constructed and a C-index will serve as the accuracy metric, and the motivating factor for using C-index as the performance metric is because for incomplete data,
accuracy could not be defined. This paper will also generate covariate importance ranks for all the models, and construct a model-covariates matrix to discover the best model in terms of covariate importance.
Finally, this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 will be the introduction of
survival theory and models including Cox, AFT, RSF and DeepSurv. Section 3 is
building the covariates ranking with Cox model, AFT model, RSF model. Section
4 will be evaluating the effectiveness and accuracy of covariates ranking generated with the three models using DeepSurv model. Section 4 will be the results,
discussion and conclusion.

2. Theory
2.1. Censored Data
Censoring arises naturally in time-to-event data when, the starting of an event or
ending of the event, are not precisely observed ([10]), and there are various censoring types, for example, right censoring, interval censoring and left censoring.
The most common type of censoring is right censoring, where time-to-event is
not observed, and as an example consider mortgage default data, where mortgage default is the event of interest in terms of survival analysis. Now assume
that for a given dataset, 30% borrower default is observed, and each defaulted
observation recorded with an appropriate default date, however, for the remaining 70% of the borrowers in the data, default is not observed, and therefore the
observations are recorded as right censored. Although right censored data seems
to be a case of missing data, their time-to-event is not actually observed before
the end of study, however, these subjects are very valuable because they went a
certain amount of time without experiencing an event, and this in itself is informative to the analysis. To use the common statistical models, such as linear regression and logistic regression, for time-to-event data will result in biased estimation and misleading results, since these analyses cannot handle censored data
when survival experience is only partially known.

2.2. Survival Function
Survival analysis is a statistical data analytic technique for analyzing time-to-event
data, and one fundamental relationship in survival analysis is the survival function. Assume T is a continuous random variable, then the probability of an individual surviving beyond time t can be defined as Equation (1).
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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S ( t ) =P (T ≥ t ) =∫ f ( t ) dt =1 − F ( t )
t

(1)

where f ( t ) is the probability density function of an event of interest happens
at time t. F ( t ) represents the cumulative probability of an event of interest
happened by time t. For example, in the case of mortgage default above, the
event of interest is mortgage default. S ( t ) is the probability of mortgage default has not happened until time t. Time t is not an absolute time stamp, but a
time period relative to the start of mortgage borrowing.
The other basic quantity is the hazard function. It is also known as the hazard
rate, the instantaneous death rate, or the force of mortality. The hazard function
can be expressed as in Equation (2).
P ( t ≤ T ≤ t + dt | T ≥ t ) f ( t )
=
λ ( t ) lim
=
dt → 0
dt
S (t )

(2)

where P ( t ≤ T ≤ t + dt | T ≥ t ) expresses the conditional probability that the
event of interest will happen in time interval dt given it did not occur before.
Combining Equation (1) and Equation (2), Equation (3) can also be derived,
which shows that survival and hazard function provide equivalent information.

(

S=
( t ) exp − ∫0 λ ( x ) dx
t

)

(3)

where ∫0 λ ( x ) is called cumulative hazard, which every model uses to calculate
the survival function, S(t).
t

2.3. Concordance Index
In time-to-event data, because some outcomes are unknown, it will not be possible to use accuracy or area under curve (AUC) to evaluate the performance of a
model, however, [11] proposed a rank-based method to judge the prediction capability of survival models. Every survival model generates a risk score for each
subject, and usually, the risk score is the median survival time of a subject, and
then all possible appropriate subject pairs will be evaluated as principles shown
in [11]. For example, if both subjects of the pair are not censored, and the median survival time of A is larger than that of B, and the time to event of A is
larger than that of B, [11] calls this a concordant pair. [11] also explained how to
handle concordance when only one subject is censored, or two subjects are censored. Finally, the ratio of concordance counts to the counts of all valid pairs is
the concordance index (C-index) where the range of the C-index varies between
0.5 to 1, and when the C-index is 0.5, the model is no better than a random
guess, and when the C-index is 1, the model can predict perfectly. [12] found
that the C-index is the weighted average of time specific AUC, which explains its
popularity as the metric of choice for evaluating survival models.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Data Introduction and Exploration
The dataset used in this paper has 50,000 U.S mortgage borrowers (obligors),
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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and is the dataset used by [13], which can be downloaded from their book’s
website, and at the end of the tracking of each mortgage borrower, some borrowers were recorded as defaulted or finished payment. In this data, 30% of obligors defaulted, only 17% of the obligors were recorded as continuously paying,
and rest of obligors finished their loan term. Each mortgage is associated with an
origination time, record time, indicator of default or indicator of payoff, and
other covariates associated with the mortgage. Names and explanations of all the
15 covariates are in Table 1, and these 15 covariates can be grouped as macroeconomic variables (gdp, uer, hpi, interest_rate), loan related variables (LTV,
LTV_orig, FICO_orig, investor_orig, balance, balance_orig, hpi_orig, Interest_rate_orig), and property related variables (Retype_co_orig, Retype_PU_orig,
Retype_SF_orig).
The four macroeconomic covariates are grouped, and their paired correlations
calculated, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the covariate hpi has a strong
negative correlation with the covariate uer, which from the economic perspective is supported, as the economy gets stronger more people are employed, decreasing the unemployment rate, and similarly a more active economy increases
disposable income which implies more homes are purchased, increasing the hpi
leading to a negative correlation between uer and hpi. The covariate gdp has a
fairly strong positive correlation with hpi, where a sustained increase in economic activity increases gdp, and similarly increases home sales, which in turn
increases hpi leading to a positive correlation between gdp and hpi. Likewise, a
Table 1. Description of covariates in mortgage data set.
Covariate name

Description

Balance

Outstanding balance at observation time

LTV

Loan-to-value ratio at observation time

interest_rate

Interest rate at observation time

hpi

House price index at observation time

gdp

Gross domestic product (GDP) growth at observation time, in %

uer

Unemployment rate at observation time, in %

REtype_CO_orig

Real estate type condominium = 1, otherwise = 0

REtype_PU_orig

Real estate type planned urban development = 1, otherwise = 0

REtype_SF_orig

Single family home = 1, otherwise = 0

investor_orig

Investor borrower = 1, otherwise = 0

balance_orig

Outstanding balance at origination time

FICO_orig

FICO score at origination time, in %*

LTV_orig

Loan-to-value ratio at origination time, in %

Interest_Rate_orig

Interest rate at origination time, in %

hpi_orig

House price index at origination time, base year = 100

*FICO score is a credit score created by Fair Isaac Corporation.
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Figure 2. Correlations between macroeconomic covariates.

sustained increase in economic activity increases employment, which in turn
decreases the unemployment rate, uer, and presents a fairly strong negative correlation between gdp and uer in Figure 2.
Before fitting survival models, the data set is preprocessed by performing two
steps. First, it is moving the origination date of each mortgage to 0, and the
second, is keeping only the last record of each mortgage, and computing the
time from origination date to the last observation. The default indicator variable
takes on two values, the value 1 if the mortgage has defaulted during the sampling window, and 0 if the observation has not defaulted, that is, survived and is
censored, and finally, left censoring is avoided by assuming all loans start from
the first observation.
Before fitting any survival model, it is standard practice to generate Kaplan-Meier survival curves to explore the impact of univariate data on survival,
and since most of the covariates in the mortgage data set are continuous, dummy variables are generated as follows: For any continuous covariate, if the value
is larger than the mean of the covariate, it is labeled as 1, otherwise it is labeled
as 0. Figure 3 is the Kaplan-Meier survival curves of all 15 covariates.
In each survival curve, if the two curves are overlapping, it signifies the value
of that covariate does not matter to the survival time of the mortgage, and if the
two curves separate, it indicates the covariate impacts survival time. Figure 3
shows that a few covariates have no impact on survival time, such as investor_orig, REtype_CO_orig, REtype_PU_orig, and REtype_SF_orig, however, for
many of the univariates there is separation between the two curves, indicating an
impact on survival time, for example, FICO_orig, interest_rate, uer, interest_rate_orig, balance, hpi, balance_orig, hpi_orig, LTV, gdp, LTV_orig. Note,
the first graph examines FICO score at origination, and for FICO scores at origination above the mean, there is less risk, represented by the higher turquoise
survival curve, versus, the lower FICO scores at origination represented by the
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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Figure 3. Kaplan-Meier survival curves of all covariates.

lower red survival curve indicating shorter survival time, and the other univariates that show separation follows a similar logic. Although the Kaplan-Meier
curve is visually straightforward, there is a drawback, it does not detect correlations.

3.2. Cox proportional Hazard Model
In D.R. Cox’s famous 1972 paper [14], Regression Models and Life-Tables, in the
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Cox proposed a model for handling
time-to-event data, explaining the effects of multi-covariates with continuous or
categorical covariates, and this model, the Cox model, is expressed in Equation
(4).

λ ( t | X i ) = λ0 ( t ) exp ( X i ⋅ β )

(4)

where X i = { X i1 , X i 2 , , X in } are the values of covariates of object i. The Cox
model attempts to find the effect of covariates on the hazard rate, λ(t), by multiplying the base hazard rate, which changes with time, and an exponentiated linear combination of covariates. The above model implies the effect of the covariates on the hazard rate does not change over time, and the Cox model is called
a proportional hazards model since the ratio of the hazard rate of one object, Xi
over that of another object, Xj is a constant.
L1-regularized generalized linear model (LASSO regression) was introduced
by Tibshirani ([15]), as shown in Equation (5), in which β is the coefficient vector and λ is the regularization parameter.

=
βˆ ( λ ) arg min β −
 log { X ; β } + λ β 
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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Lasso regression has the quality of shrinking and selecting covariates, and
Tibshirani ([16]) shows that LASSO regression can select the best set of covariates, compared with other covariates selection methods, and the covariate selection of the Cox model can be incorporated into the LASSO regression, as illustrated in [17] [18]. This algorithm is included in glmnet package of R, which is
used in this paper, and as Tibshirani ([18]) indicates, all covariates should be
standardized for the purpose of covariate selection, otherwise the coefficients
cannot be compared.
Figure 4 shows how the LASSO Cox model works, when λ increases, all the
coefficients shrink, and coefficients that are not statistically significant are suppressed to zero excluding those covariates from the final model. Depending on
how many variables are selected, an appropriate λ can be chosen, and in this paper, five covariates are selected with λ set at 0.05. The position of λ is shown as
the vertical red line in Figure 4, which corresponds to the value of log(λ) as −3.
Figure 4 also shows the behavior of the LASSO modeling framework with the
log of lambda on the x-axis, coefficient values on the y-axis, number of parameters on the top horizontal axis, colored lines in the graph representing the number of variables in the model, and finally, this plot corresponds to Tibshirani’s
[15] graphic on page 273. The log of lambda at −3, exponentiated, obtains
0.0497871 which corresponds to the selection of λ = 0.05 , yielding 5 variables
as the appropriate model, and the turquoise (half oval) line shows the 5 variables
are non-zero, emphasized by the red horizontal line.
The five covariates are listed in Table 2, from left to right, according to their
importance in the Cox model, and covariate importance is ranked by the absolute values of their coefficients, which can be explained with the survival function of the Cox model, as shown in Equation (6).

Figure 4. Variation of coefficients of Cox model with λ.
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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Table 2. The outcome from LASSO Cox model.
Variable

interest_rate

LTV

gdp

hpi_orig

FICO_orig

Coefficient

0.35

0.26

−0.25

0.17

−0.01

S ( t | X i ) =  S0 ( t ) 

exp ( β ⋅ X i )

(6)

From Equation (6) it can be concluded that when a coefficient is 0, the covariate has no impact on the survival function and, when the coefficient is larger
than 0, it will reduce survival time, and when the coefficient is negative, it increases survival time. This can explain why the coefficient of gdp and FICO_orig
are smaller than 0, i.e., since a higher gdp growth rate and larger FICO scores
have a positive impact on survival time, the coefficients are less than 0, which in
turn, positively affects survival time. The coefficient values for interest rate, LTV,
hpi_orig are positive, since the higher values for those risk drivers indicate the
possibility of a shorter survival time, i.e., interest rate is a measure of default risk,
the higher the interest rate, the higher the risk of defaults, and for LTV the larger
the loan in relation to the value of the property the higher the risk, and finally
for hpi_orig, the higher the house price at origination the higher the mortgage
payment, and the more difficult for the obligor to make larger payments over the
business cycle. Now, given that all the covariates are standardized to the same
magnitude, the absolute value of the coefficient reflects the extent survival time
can be reduced, and the survival function altered.

3.3. Accelerated Failure Time Model
Like the Cox model, the accelerated failure time (AFT) model is also a linear
model, and the L1-regularized, Lasso penalty, AFT model will be employed with
this data to choose the five most significant covariates that drive failure time.
There are several parametric AFT models, and the Weibull AFT model is the
most popular since it has characteristics of both a proportional hazard model
and an accelerated failure time model. Equation (7) shows the Weibull AFT
model.
log=
(Ti ) X iT β + σε i

(7)

In Equation (7), ε i is an i.i.d. random variable that satisfies the log-Weibull
distribution and σ is a scale parameter, and since Weibull AFT is a parametric
AFT model, the expected survival time can be derived as Equation (8), which
can give a clear indication how covariates impact survival time ([19]).

(

)

=
E (T ) exp X T β Γ (σ + 1)

(8)

The Lifelines python package will be used in this section, and similar to the
Cox model, all the covariates are standardized before applying the AFT model,
and from Equation (8), we can find that when one covariate’s coefficient is 0, the
covariate does not have an impact on survival time. When the covariate’s coefficient is larger than 0, it has positive impact on survival time, and therefore, the
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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coefficients from the AFT model usually are opposite of that from the Cox model, as shown in Table 3.
The covariates selected with the AFT model are consistent with the Cox model, and the signs of the coefficients are opposite of the Cox model, which confirms the theoretical analysis.

3.4. Random Survival Forest
The random survival forest (RSF) model derives from the Random forest model
of Breiman ([20]), and contrasted to the Cox model and the AFT model, which
are parametric and continuous models, a random survival forest model is a
non-parametric, discrete model. It has the advantage that it does not depend on
any distributional assumptions, and the drawback is it is hard to explain the
quantitative effect of different covariates, although it can still generate the rank
order of covariate importance.
Like Random forests, RSF models also produce hundreds of decision trees
based on some splitting rule, and the most commonly used splitting rule is the
log-rank statistic. For each tree, a subset of the covariates is selected randomly
based on the square root of p, where p is the number of covariates, then recursively a covariate is chosen, and its splitting value determined, so that the left
node and the right node of the tree has the maximum difference of the log-rank
statistics ([21]). The log-rank statistic measures how large is the difference in
hazard rates of two groups, and in the case of RSF, it measures the difference in
hazard rates between left node and right node in the current split.
The covariate ranking in RSF is similar with that of Random forest. It calculates the drop of prediction accuracy on the test data excluding the selected covariate, and since RSF is an ensemble algorithm, there are efficient ways to implement this process ([22]). This paper uses the random ForestSRC package of
R, and Figure 5 shows the covariate importance from RSF. Unlike the Cox and
AFT models, coefficients have quantitative meaning on how they impact survival
time, covariate ranking from RSF does not ([23]).
Note that gdp, LTV, uer, interest_rate and hpi_orig are the top five covariates
as in the other rankings above.

3.5. DeepSurv
DeepSurv presents as a deep learning algorithm based on a Cox model ([24]),
keeping the structure of the neural network algorithm, and retaining the Cox
proportional hazards paradigm as a one layer response output with appropriate
updated parameters. The effects of covariates are modeled with a multiple layer
neural network to capture the interactions between covariates, and like other
Table 3. Outcome from Weibull AFT model.

DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012

Variable

interest_rate

gdp

hpi_orig

LTV

FICO_orig

Coefficient

−0.29

0.23

−0.20

−0.18

0.04
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Figure 5. Covariate rank from RSF model.

deep learning neural network algorithms, DeepSurv also uses alternate fully
connected layers and drop out layers to avoid overfitting. DeepSurv, also uses a
scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU) as the activation function with a hazard
function output, and finally, the loss function is the average negative log partial
likelihood with regularization ([24]). Katzman, briefly describes the algorithm
below.

DeepSurv is a multi-layer perceptron similar to the Faraggi-Simon network.
However, we allow a deep architecture (i.e., more than one hidden layer) and
apply modern techniques such as weight decay regularization, Rectified Linear
Units (ReLU) … Batch Normalization … dropout … stochastic gradient descent
with Nesterov momentum … gradient clipping … and learning rate.
Scheduling … The output of the network is a single node, which estimates the
risk function ĥθ ( x ) parameterized by the weights of the network [20].
As seen above, Deepsurv is a highly flexible model facilitated, in part, by modifying the basic gradient descent algorithm into a more adaptable method, and
also, as noted, allowing for more neural network layers, introducing more parameters, within the hidden layer framework ([24]), giving more tractability to the
neural network environment, and in this paper, the implementation of Deepsurv
is accomplished using the python Pycox package ([25]).
The default structure of the DeepSurv neural network will be employed, which
is composed of two hidden layers each with thirty-two nodes, a ReLU activation
function, a batch norm, and 10% drop out, and finally, the data is split as 80%
training data and 20% test data. Training data is used to fit the model, and test
data is used for model evaluation by applying the C-index metric to determine
the best model fit, and finally, all the models were given a random state, so the
results are repeatable.
DOI: 10.4236/jmf.2021.112012
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Unlike the Cox model, which can identify the coefficients of covariates,
DeepSurv is a black box model, and consequently is not the optimal choice for
coefficient explanation or selection, however, as with neural networks in general,
DeepSurv is an excellent prediction model. Kim ([26]), and Zhu ([27]) claim
DeepSurv can achieve higher prediction accuracy than other survival models,
and this is confirmed with results in Table 4, where all the four models were fit
with training data and predicted using the test data on all covariates. Table 4
shows that DeepSurv indeed can achieve much higher accuracy than other models on the mortgage data, where DeepSurv obtains a 16.15% higher percentage
change in the C-index than the next highest C-index score attained by RSF.
Next, DeepSurv is used as a tool to compare and evaluate, the performance of
covariate ranking obtained from the other models, and the covariate ranking will
be evaluated at 5 levels first, the top covariate, then the top 2 covariates, continuing until finally, the top 5 covariates are evaluated. Table 5 shows the results.
Note the Cox model, and the AFT model C-index levels off from the top 4 to top
5 covariates, and the RSF model C-index increases from the top 4 to the top 5
covariates by just 2.8%. Table 5 shows RSF can pick better covariates at every
level, since its C-index outperforms the other two models on all the levels. Cox
and the AFT model perform similarly on each level because they have four covariates overlapping for the top five covariates.
Figure 6 is the C-index on test data using the top N covariates of the RSF
model, and this figure shows that the top five covariates from the RSF model essentially achieve maximum C-index accuracy, as marked by the horizontal red
line in the graphic. Notice the C-index varies very little from 5 covariates to 14
covariates, and as with scree plots and elbow plots, the top 5 covariates are chosen to be the most parsimonious model covariates that have the highest C-index.
Finally, in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, the choice of a 5-covariate model with a
selection of λ = 0.05 , is supported by the conclusions gleaned from Table 5 and
Figure 6, and the preceding paragraphs.

Figure 6. C-index with top N covariates of RSF using DeepSurv model.
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Table 4. C-index with different survival models.
Model

Cox

AFT

RSF

DeepSurv

C-index

0.798

0.789

0.799

0.928

Table 5. C-index with covariate ranking of different models.
model

Top 1

Top 2

Top 3

Top 4

Top 5

Cox

0.688

0.768

0.844

0.859

0.865

AFT

0.687

0.776

0.837

0.867

0.865

RSF

0.724

0.805

0.881

0.890

0.915

4. Conclusions
Determining the probability of mortgage default is a critical part of a bank’s risk
assessment profile affecting originations, relationship management, and loss reserves, consequently, determining the best modeling algorithm is also critical to
a bank’s overall financial strength. Public mortgage data with 15 covariates, and
a binary variable indicating default or nondefault were procured, organized, and
analyzed to determine the covariate selection and ranking capability of several
widely used and studied survival models. The aim was not to search all the variations of survival models, but to demonstrate the capability of survival models to
enhance the understanding of mortgage default through the selection of a judicious set of covariates that explain default and enhance senior managements
understanding of an obligor’s potential for default. Results from a Kaplan-Meier
analysis and Cox Proportional Lasso regression show that interest_rate, LTV,
gdp, hpi_orig, and FICO_orig are highly effective explanatory variables to determine mortgage default.
Further analysis shows that DeepSurv can achieve far better prediction accuracy than the other models in this study, and using the C-index as the measure
of goodness-of-fit for the Cox, AFT, and RSF models, the RSF model achieves
the best goodness-of-fit ranking. Among all the 15 covariates, the RSF model
picked 5 covariates which can successfully predict mortgage default, and finally,
the chosen top 2 covariates are gdp growth rate and the loan to value ratio, and
this result is consistent with findings from the literature ([4] [5] [6]).
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